
Ensemble and physical theater workshop with David Glass (UK) im Wallis 

Join us for a week of intense physical theater and ensemble masterclass in the beautiful mountain setting of 
Saas Almagell. Places strictly limited so early booking is advised. Accommodation and food are included.  

This masterclass will be rigorous, playful, and impactful. The workshop is rooted in the body of the 
performer and emotion, physical metaphor, and action form the key elements of the technique. You will 
learn how to have a greater presence on stage, how to balance simplicity and intensity, and progressively 
engage with new layers of response from restrictive to fully flexible. Participants will explore the vivid 
influence of ensemble work on the individual creative process and vice versa. 

Physical theatre workshop 
The physical theatre workshop will give the participants a practical approach to physical theatre. Performers 
will learn how to have a greater presence on stage and will leave with a clear set of tools and techniques 
that can be adapted and used in a wide variety of theatre-making situations. 

Ensemble Theatre 
The ensemble section of the workshop focuses on experiencing the gradual stages of collective awareness 
and the powerful creation that can emerge from group work. Throughout the workshop, there will be a 
focus on developing individual, partner, and collective awareness while building on the work of others in 
the group. 

David Glass (UK) 
David Glass is a pioneer in the areas of Physical, Devised, Adapted, Ensemble, and Applied Theatre. 
Integrating learning from his teachers Lecoq, Grotowski, Gaulier, and Ailey, over 45 years David has bridged 
the innovative theatre of the 20th and helped to define the theatre and training of the 21st Century. More 
information: https://www.davidglassensemble.co.uk 

Dates:   25th - 29th June 2024 
Location:  Saas-Almagell (Canton of Valais) 
Condition:  mind. 8 / max. 10 participants 
Who:   for participants aged 18+ with some knowledge of theatre making.  
  Come prepared to move. The workshop will be conducted in English. 
Regular: CHF 900.00 

Accommodation (single, double, triple room), breakfast & dinner included (simple & healthy food, our 
lovely chef Timon will take care of our allergies :) Book your place by emailing olivia.bernoulli@gmail.com
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